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Tests h*vee recently bmw perforwed at that Fetus I"owrplant Test ftellIty 
to dleteli Ute effect of peeustock intake vortex entrained air passing 
through the model tubes ,&W draft tube. The tests wore performed 3a 
s~cetldaace with a request munch by Mr. Carlo* Bette during a uwwtinz with 
Hydrauliee Earaoach pons aa>awl an June 24, 1975. 

The following materials are attached to glspl"iicaalllr and zu me! illus-
trate test couditiaua and results.-  

?&a Karat 

1A Spsad eaeffielent, phi., vaersus gate aagls with efficiency 
contours, draft turban throat flow atwvirl curves, and uait 
bead liaees (phi hill Catrvee0). IbM mbar* are aeho+rn *A 
the light side of this page w1th leaders to the teat points. 

2A Test faatility diagram to illustrate location* of 
perforaftee test ylesaasaResaareetstts and to identify correspond- 
Ins colwm haeadl ass on the data acquisition and results 
sheets, pages 3A through 911. 

c * . 442, got*, phi . 0.82, so vortex saw at pen- 
stock Intake. Printout of basic transducer voltages, 
averages, equivalent units, and e a e: atteaed 
results of t'ierbiaes . 00" not iaechudae draft 
tube surgae Pressure amplitude* or rw=w deflection 
I I ts; these are ahww on photograph pages 10A. 
through 1". 

4A Sam*, excAWt run 443, with a cAmtlnuous air entrain- 
e. Ing vortex at tbs penstock Intake. 

5A Printout of run 444, phi w  0.7$, 180  g*to , no ror't" 
sir at that penstock intake. 
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6A Sam, except run 445, with a continuous air entrain-
Ing vortex at the penstock intake. 

7A Printout of run 446, phi - 0. 91, 18' gate, no vortex 
entrained air at the penstock intake. 

$A Same, except run 447, with a continuous air entrain-
ing vortex of variable size at the penstock intake. 

9A Printout of run 448, some as run 447, except the air 
entraining vortex at the penstock intake was intermit- 
tent. The vortex was fully established until available 
sir man exhausted, then ar compressed air flowed into 
the bead tank, the vortex reestablished itself and con-
tinued to cycle in this manner. 

10-k Runs 442 and 445, 28" gate, pbotWaphs of analog signals 
on oscilloscope display to slum comparative "guitude of 
draft tube throat pressures fluctuations and runner deflec-
tion values without and. with vortex entrained air passing 
through the turbine wham operating free of draft tube 
surges. :dote the difference in vertical sensitivity of 
the draft tube throat pressure traces in the tvo photographs. 
The grid pattern of the oscilloscope display is composed 
of I-cm squares. The draft tube throat pressure tap 3s 
on the tailrace ride of the throat. The proximity sensor 
faces the runner band 180" from the throat pressure tap. 
The analog signals were routed through a baud pass elec-
trouic filter that passed frequencies of 15 hertz or less. 
This range includes draft tube throat vortex rotational 
frequencies and rolatod runner deflection frequencies 
but slininates signals due to turbine rotational speed. 

11A Runs 444 and 445, 18' gate, photographs of oscilloscope 
display to obw comparative draft tubs surge and runner 
deflection values without and with vortex entrained air 
passing through the tf eloine, whoa operating at nouperiodic 
draft tube surge, condition. 

llA puns 446 and 447, 18' gate, photographs to show coaspara-
tive draft tube surge and runner deflection values with-
out and with vortex tetra e4 air, from a variable *is* 
vortsx, passing through the, turbine when operating at 
periodic draft tube aur,ge (rourh oparatiou) couditions. 

13A Runs 446 and 448, saeae as above,, except the photograph 
from run 448 illustrates the offset of air entrained by 
an intermittent vortex. Sots the change in vertit►1 sen-
sitivity for the upper traces in the photograph. 
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l4A Repsat photograph from run 44$ with an oscilloscope 
display horixoatai sweep tiftee of 1 caa/s into" of 10 cm/s 
used for all previous photographs. This photograph 
illustrateea a null condition in draft tabs throat surge 
pressure as air entrained by a roocurriug vortex initially 
rwwhes the draft tribe throat. Greater than original 
amplitude draft tuba surge pressure reoccurs almost Intae-
+diateely sae air continues to pass through the turbine. 

Opearatinp, conditions for test .runs performed to determine effects of pen-
stock intakes vortex auttalnod air are shown by run numbers, along the 
right side of gaga 1A, and leaders to the test points. Runs 441 and 443 
were peerforaed near rated head, at rated spewed, 106 percent of rated 
power, aW meex 0 draft tuba swirl. Un4or these renditions, the model 
turbine operates extremely smoth with very low auplitude random draft 
tube throat prossure fluctuations as illustrated by the top photograph on 
page 10A, then vortex eentra mated air was passing through the turbine, the 
draft tube throat pressure flutctuattious and rw isr deflections chaugeed to 
the values shown by the bottom photograph on page 10A. Note the change 
in the vertical sensitivity scale of the draft tutu throat pressure traces. 
The grid of the photographed oscilloscope display is composed of 1-cm 
squares. The signaa sweep time from the left aide of the grid to the 
right side is 1 second. 

The photographs one page 10A show significant increases in draft tube 
pressure fluctuations and router deflections due to penstock intake vortaec 
entratiretd air passing through the turbine. The maxima amplitude of 
pressure fluctuations increased from 0.3 foot of wester without vortex 
sirflow to lQ feet of water with vortex airflow through the turbine. 
gunner deflection, increased from practically 0 to about 0.4 of a oil due 
to vortex airflow. Roweveerr, maximia draft tubes throat pressure flutctus-
tions duce to vortex air during run 443 are not as large as those that 
occurred during ruts "6, pbot ograaph at top of page IU, vbeu theeoe flue- 
tuaettieens were duce to periodic surging and attained are *aplitude of 15 feet. 

Turbine runner deflection values were greater with vortex entrainod air 
during run, 443 than they voree during any runt mad* with or without stir. 
Runs 446 and 447 in the fully developed draft tubs outrr$* range revealed 
runner deflections of about 0.25 of a mil that were not appreciably mod-
ified by vortex entrained airr. ixoto the change of vertical sensitivity 
of the runner dsfl.ection signal between runs 445 and 446, page 13A and 12A. 

A vortex was created at tbo penstock intake by feeding compresaeeed air 
Into the top of the head tank thrc`outgh a pressure regulator, an airflow 
meter and a memial rate-of-flow control valve. Intermittent vortices 
ware created while adjusting ing the sirflow to create a constant vertex. 
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Observations of the Intermittent airflow in the draft tube throat and 
the oscilloscope display revealed that the Intermittent airflow movien- 
tarily decreased draft tubs threat pressure surges to about one-fourth 
original aeeaplituds, than the surer returned at greater than original 
amplitude. This pheuaeaoenou occurred in about one-half second and is shaern 
by the lower photograph an page l3A taken during run 418 with turbine 
operation in the periodic draft tube. surge (rough operation) ran". The 
photograph on page 14A which covers a 10dsecoaad tim period, further 
illustrates this phetnomemoa. The interttiittenat flow of vortex entrained 
air through the turbine we accae*sated by change from a thumping-type 
typical rough operation sound to a naeechaasaical rattle sound. 

The water discharge during run 442, without vortex airflow, was 17.30 ft3/s 
and the turbine efficiency was 91.03 percent. During run 443, the: water 
discharge was nearly the assn. at 17.23 ft3/8  and the efficiency was also 
nearly the s'ame at 91.03 percent whasa vortex: entrained airflow through 
the turbine was 2.8 percent of the wateerflow. These values are shown on 
printout pages 3A and 4A. Apparently, the most significant problems 
created by vortex **train" airflow thorough .this turbine, wbWM operating 
free of draft tube surges are creation of prearsura surges, especially 
in the draft tube throat, and fluctuating forces on rotating components 
of the turbines. ,* pressure fluctuation awmiremests vere obtained 
between the spiral +canna. Islet and the draft tube throat and significant 
pressure fluctuation occurrences is this portion of the flow system are 
uakuown. 

There are numerous Interrelated result* of those tests that might be 
discussed. P?owevor, it is haft to the reader to pursue thoxa that are 
of concern through stu$y of the attaechad test results. 

D, L. KuW 

Attaahmants 

Copy to: Chief, Divisiaen of ?over ring, M Center 
(wide attachwWO 

251 
254 
(with attsacbvient to Hoch) 

k-f532 
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INFORMATIONAL ROUTING .,.,. t~rc•tt 

ilr+m.• of Hrct~mat:an 

Denver, CO 
:lit.-f , 'technnical Branch July 28FU 1: -- 

C:iicf, Division of --
t 1,  iu f , Division of Gc n^rsl Research X/  

ci.it!f, Hydraulics Branch  
I 

ioz.ntial Adverse ":ffects of Vortex Formation During; Startup of nit 19, 
Grcr,, Coulee '; ,iird Powerplant E -- -- - - - - - - - - 

tlircz hydraulic r,.odel stu3ies for features of Grand Coulee - 

?'~ all i:,-i:.at`d that air-entraining,  vortices ziay occur in 
p_JCDty?̂ -. Bccausr2 vortex modeling is uncertain in predictin- praio-_ 
t;;pc vortex size, there may be potential for vortices large enou~a to 
cau_e structural d-imaZ .. 

• Da cr s7--aks for impendia- vortex carz-e are ice:licit. 'W%ethcr or nog 
air __ the trashrac:, into the penstock, a large vort:'__: 

should b.2 rc-ardc:: a:; a potential threat. The tr_-shrac!_ is the urszreL:-~ 
most aydreulic structure exposed to vorte action. Past rotaticna. 
vor`_^:: velocities - acting on t:1e trashract: may r~ oduce vibration any' ois+_., 

an, :.ius be a cautioning infli:CACe in pro ress ng,, with tie startup. I ota- 

tic__a v locities of the vortex should be Somewhat rccuceu after passin- 
thr; t :c tras:IraciC, but could persist dC nstream to tl - turbine. :;~1_i l 

turbine test data from the Estes Par?: facility should be beneficial for 
prov - Ling; information about detection of vortex dan,,^,cr signals in the 
vicinity of the turbine. 

It is reco=erded that vortex observations be made, with continuous com-
munication between the observers and tie operator. Iff - a lar^e vortex 
forms than observations of increased noise, vibrations, and pressure 
surges can be made, an,'_ if necessary the system could be iniz:-diately shut 
do; n: , 

Enclrsed are two sections from the draft report "hydraulic 1.1odcl Vortex 
Study - Grand Coulee Third Powerplant" that refer to the natter of vortex 
forr:.:tion and potential adverse effects. 

A 4 KING 

Enclosures 

Copy to: `10 
532 
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NECESSITY FOR, AND COMMMITS ABOUT, PROTOTYPE: OBSERVATIONS 

14.r;11Ets Of Lhe model tests did not produce a reliable and definite 
answer to whether there will be a vortex problem near the intakes of 
the Grand Coulee Third Powerplant. The model test results did, how-
ever, indicate the possible danger of a vortex problem developing. 
Therefore, prototype operation should be closely observed to determine 
if a vortex problem exists, and if the vortex is of sufficient'magni-
tude to be potentially harmful to the trashracks,_-turbines, or other 
parts of the hydraulic structure. Because the magnitude of a possible 
vortex is unknown and considering the huge size of the hydraulic 
structures, it is imperative that observations be made at the very 
onset of operation for the first unit. If the vortex appears "danger-
ous" then the system could immediately be shut down. These observa-
tions should also be made at the initial operation of each new unit and 
repeated with all installed units operating. 

It should be kept in mind that the first unit will probably not exhibit 
the most severe vortex action. The hydraulic model tests indicated 
that the-vortex severity increased as the number of operating units 
increased. The greatest change in vortex severity occurred with an 
increase from one to three operating units. Further increase in the 
number of operating units only slightly increased the vortex severity. 

,The increase of vortex severity is especially significant with respect 
to the installation sequence of the first three units. Installation of 
the units were planned at 6-month intervals. A beneficial factor of 
this installation sequence is that the worst vortex conditions will not 
occur during the initial operation of the Grand Coulee Third Powerplant. 
There should be time for observation and study to determine if raft 
installation will be necessary. Estimating flow conditions for a more 
severe vortex while observing less severe conditions will be difficult. 
Rafts that work well for the less severe conditions may be inadequate 
for the more severe conditions. 

The prototype observations may also provide the means for verifying 
guidelines for the rafts, as obtained from the model tests. The infor-
mation should prove or. disprove: (1) location where raft coverage is 
needed, (2) dimensions of the raft, and (3) velocity acting upon the 
raft. Rahm3/, gives some description about making prototype velocity 
measurements and observations. 

8/Rahm, L., Flow Problems with Respect to Intakes and Tunnels of Swedish 
Hydro-Electric Power Plants, Bulletin No. 36, of the Institution of 
Hydraulics at the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden, 1953. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS 

1. There is insufficient information to define unacceptable vortex con-
ditions at the Grand Coulee Third Powerplant. The effect of vortex 
action upbn the prototype trashrack structures and turbines is unknown. 

2. There are no hydraulic model similitude laws that accurately corre-
late hydraulic model vortices to the prototype operation. Test results 
from the hydraulic model were primarily qualitative. 

3. The-hydraulic model test indicated there may be danger of air-
entraining vortices occurring in the forebay channel near the intakes 
of the Grand Coulee Third Powerplant. 

4. Without model trashracks, vortices were generally the most severe in 
the region imr„ediately in front of the intake. This region was very 
susceptible in vortex development or the continuation of a developed 
vortex. The model trashracks occupied and restrained a portion of this 
vortex prone region from contributing to vortex action. 

5. Hydraulic model tests indicate that the vortex severity increased as 
the number bf operating units increased. 

6. Rafts placed in the hydraulic model were successful in eliminating 
formation of air-entraining vortices. 

7. Operation of the prototype structure will be needed to verify the 
results obtained from the hydraulic model vortex study. 

8. Observation of vortex conditions is recommended during prototype 
operation. Three types of observations are.._necessary. - 

a. Prototype observations to determine the extent of a vortex 
problem and to determine if rafts are needed. 

b. If rafts are needed, then further vortex observations are 
required to verify adequacy of the raft design guidelines. 

c. As a safety precaution, observations to insure that structural 
damage does not occur. These observations should be made during 
initial operation of each newly installed unit and with all other 
units operating. 
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~v is too, ~- 
1,  .1 1 .1 f--.! , . I t:11- ̀  - c 0 pl'~ ex 

GATE ANGLY K~ 

H(0) HU) HG(Q) RPM TOROUE 

1.5400 1.2030 7.9140 2.600 VOLY', 2.0530 3.8050 
3.8480 3.8080 5410 1.2010 7.9170 .2.600 VOLTf:'-. 

3.8360 , 50040 1.5330 1,2040 7.9110 2.6350 VOLT', 
a.8470 0.7910 i.5410 1.2040 7.911 0 2.6360 VOLTS 
2.0440 2.0010 1.5390 1.2040 7.9180 2.6380 YOLT-'-.~: 
3.0600 3.8080 1.5450 1.200 7.9160 2.6520 VOLU:~; 
3.8560 3.7970 1.5530 1.2050 7.9150 2.6390 VOL7-; 
3.8500 3.7920 1.030 1.2010 7.9170 2.6510 VOLK.~: 
3.8450 3.8020 1.5420 1.2020 7.9150 2.6480 VOLT.,-; 
3.8470 3.0100 1.3440 1.2050 7.9170 2.6520 VOLT:.~- 

3.8486 .... RO28 1.5413 1.2030 7.9163 2.64515 AVERAU 

355.765 151.672 35.60'.'.~ 1.119 2862.281 821.998 ENG. VKUF'~: 
vsk PRNEL RPM = 2860 

rEST POINT 

PHI= .7726 Nil= 118.3 H(P)= 344.6 
SIGMA= .1822 T.W.= 979.10 - 

MODEL MEASUREMENUD 7, r,  - B //jP)P 

H= 323.41 RPM= 2869.0 Q= 13.39 T= 822.0 BHP= 

MODEL RESULY-.: 

E- 91.15 HPIK .1391 011= 1.346 

SWIRL= .0 Zo  
D. T. SURGE 

FREQ.=, 0.00 
F S PUS.... 1.4 FT .4% OF H 
F. PAR.= 0.00 
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14 A -~ 

1 11 R ~ 1-1,  i" /Y Czf Yll Vey ley ~~Im,~le )h .51ie 
GATE ANGLY 

H(0) H(C) H(J) HG(Q) RPM TORQUE 

0  9790 2.9100 106&-) 
A) H(C) H(T) HG&Q) RPM TORQUE 

2.9930 2.9430 1.5630 .6190 8.0370 1.5140 VOLT-, 
2.9160 2.9480 1.5520 .8220 8.0410 1.5280 VOL IS 
2.9710 2.93?0 1.5650 .8230 8.0400 1.5270 VOLT ,-,:: 
2.9710 2.9430 1.5620 .8220 8.0400, 1.5220 VOLI:..~: 
2.9750 2.9450 1.5000 .82dO 8.0420 1.5330 VOLT!:'.*; 
2.9790 2.9410 1.5640 .8220 8.0430 1.5320 VOLTS 
0 .9830 2.9460 K5660 .8230 8.0410 1.5270 VOLT ,.-.; 
2.9840 2.9460 1.5750 .8270 8.0430 1.5380 Vkh:~; 
2.9830 2.9460 1.5620 .8260 8.0390 1.5250 VALIS 
2.9790 2.9450 1.5740 .8230 8.0400 1.5310 VOL&:•i 

2.9704 9447 1. 564-73 .8231 8.0406 1.5202 AVER A 

275.323 272.317 36.135 .765 2907.224 474.812 EHC. 

TEST POIN] 

F41 1 = . 90 03 Hli- 130.2 H(P)= 248.8 
SIGMA= .2464 T.W.= 

MODEL MEASUREMENTS 
~p 

H= 241.20 RPM= 2907.2 Q= il.08 T= 474.8 BHP= 262.i--: 

MODEL RESULTS 
0 'Y C j 3 7 c j':, :,-Yee 

E= 86.76 HPII= .1268 Qll= 1.289 

SWIRL= .44 3,3 
`I 6tip ex rr 

D.T. SURGE 

FREQ.= 12.40 
RNS FRES.- @.0 FT 3.2% OF H 
F. PAR.- .51 
P. PRR.= .74, 
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Ru.n  

Phi  

Net head X ~ 3. Ft. 

Tailwater El.~.  
Power FcT i`l, HP 

.3 MW 

No penstock intake vortex 

a 

Upper trace - Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical sensitivity 0. ¢ Ft. H2O/cm. 

Lower trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity 0. 2J- Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep speed /4 cm/sec., 15 Hz Low pass filter (both traces). 

Run # ¢ 43 
Gate Opening Z ° 

Phi ,Z 

Net head Z/- Ft. 

Tailwater E1. M, 

Power HP 

MW 

Penstock intake vortex 

constant k"' intermit 
Q free air 

x 100 C9 
Q water 

Upper trace - Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical sensitivity z Ft. 11,)0/cm. 
Lower trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity 0. 2 Jc Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep orz.3d /0 cm/sac., 15 1:~ how pass filter (both traces). 

GRAND COULEE THIRD PP UNITS 19, 20, 21. 9-inch MODEL TURBINE 



Run 

O 

t~ 1. . 7  J 
Net head _ ,r2 3. Ft. 

Tail.water El. 2 27Z _ 

Power 7;Z 4,Z 1Y, HP 

MW 

No penstock intake vortex 

h 

Upper trace - Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical sensitivity 0.8 Ft. H2O/cm. 

Lower•trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity O. 2 5 Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep speed /O cm/sec., 15 Hz Low pass filter (both traces). 

Run iE 4- 

Gate Opening ° 

Phi .77 

Net head 3Z3. Ft. 

Tailwater E1. '771 
Power ), HP 

MW 

Penstock intake vortex 

constant ✓intermit 

Q free air 
x 100 = 3. 

Q water 

Upper trace - Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical sensitivity ~. p'~ Ft. 1120/cm. 
Lower trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity 0.2.5 Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep / 0 cm/sec., 15 iiz Low pass filter (both traces). 

GRAND COULEE THIRD PP UNITS 19, 20, 21. 9-inch MODEL TURBINE 



Run # 4-1 C 
- o Gatr.. O,7c''111

11g,  - -------- 

Phi , ~' 
Net head .Z, ~eA. Ft. 

Tailwater El. / ,t 
Power HP 

31 Mw  
No penstock intake vortex 

Iz 

Upper trace - Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical sensitivity Ft. H2O/cm. 

Lower trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity 0.5- Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep speed /D em/sec., 15 Hz Low pass filter (both traces). 

Run #6 

Gate Opening ° 

Phi , %/ 
Net head :~' 4l Ft. 

Tailwater El. / jV). 
Power z7G ~. HP 

mW 

Penstock intake vortex , 
~ 1 K n~G✓~ size 

constant ~/ intermit 
Q free air x100=.3.3t  
Q water 

Upper trace Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical sensitivity -5- Ft. H20/cm. 
Lower trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity O, S Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep /O em/sec., 15 liz Low pass filter (both traces). 

GRAND COULEE THIRD PP UNITS 19, 20, 21. 9-inch MODEL TURBINE 



Run -- 
Crltc Ojwtlinl ,, / n 

Phi 0- 91 
Net head 1  2¢0 Ft. 

Tailwater El. 980 
Power ¢,Z6, 000 HP 

318.0 MW 

No penstock intake vortex 

3. 

Upper trace - Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical sensitivity .S Ft. H2O/cm. 

Lower trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity O. 5 Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep speed /O cm/sec., 15 Hz Low pass filter (both traces). 

Run # ~L ~ ~ 
Gate Opening I ° 

Phi  

Net head Ft. 

Tailwater E1. 

Power 7 HP 

c~?'?j• J MW 

Penstock intake vortex 

constant intermit 

Q free air x 100 = z.4 f Q water 

Upper trace - Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical. sensitivity /D Ft. H20/cm. 
Lower trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity 0-3- Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep bp---ud /0 cm/sec. , 15 II, Low pass filter (both traces) . 

GRAND COULEE THIRD PP UNITS 19, 20, 21. 9-inch MODEL TURBINE 



M 

Run #  448  
Gate Opening / 8 
Phi 0-91  
Net head  2s4 Ft. 

Tailwater El. 948  
Power  4-67 900  HP 

34-'8. 9  MW 

Penstock intake vortex 

constant intermit i/ 

Q free air x 100 
 

Q water 

Upper trace - Draft tube throat pressure (tailrace side). 

Vertical sensitivity /D Ft. H2O/cm. 
Lower trace - Runner proximity transducer (upstream side). 

Vertical sensitivity Mils deflection/cm. 

Sweep sF.:cd /' cm/sec., 15 Hz Low pass filter (both traces). 

GRAND COULEE THIRD PP UNITS 19, 20, 21. 9-inch MODEL TURBINE 
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